
GOAL DESCRIPTION FORM 

 Instruction  Application Prepared by: Person preparing goal For (student): Name of student Date: Date prepared 

With a correct performance of at least … 
Indicate the correct performance aim (usually in 
terms of behaviors per minute). 
Examples 

(1) 90 digits written correctly per minute to 
form correct answers;  (2) 50 steps per minute 
in a walking sequence without physical 
assistance. 

The student will demonstrate  
the ability to … 

Describe the critical function you want the 
student to achieve — the outcome or impact of 
skill usage.  AVOID mentioning specific 
movement cycles or physical behaviors as much 
as possible. 
Examples 

(1) compute sums less than 100;  (2) locomote 
independently from one place to another over at 
least 25 feet. 

… an Error Performance of  
no more than … 

Indicate the error performance aim in terms of 
either a frequency (allowable errors per minute) 
or an accuracy ratio (the ratio of corrects to 
errors). 

Examples 
(1) 3 errors per minute; (2) x20 accuracy ratio 
(no more than 1 error for every 20 corrects). 

Given ... 
Describe the conditions under which you want 
the skill to be demonstrated. 
Instructional Examples 

(1) Given a pencil and a math-fact sheet with 
100 two-digit addition problems with sums less 
than or equal to 100, the cue "Please begin," and 
1 minute to work …  (2) Given a prompt, "Let's 
walk …" 
Application Examples 

(1) Given a menu of items costing less than 
$0.50 each, and the cue "What would it cost to 
buy" [then naming two items]…  (2) Given a 
prompt  "Let's go to" [then naming a place 
nearby the student likes] … … by performing the following  

movement cycle … 
Describe the specific movment cycle or 
physical behavior used to accomplish the 
critical function. 
Examples 

(1) write digits in answers;  (2) take steps in a 
walking sequence. 

… over a period of no less than … 
Indicate how long the behavior must "endure" 
to be considered successful. 

Examples 
(1) a single, one-minute timing; (2) over a 
period of no less than 5 minutes at a reasonably 
steady 50 steps per minute. 

NOTE:  This is NOT an instructional plan sheet.  It is 
used to describe how the skill will be demonstrated 
AFTER instruction has been successfully completed. Check box to indicate whether this describes how the skill will look under 

conditions similar to instruction, or during “real world” application.  




